From Tokyo

- **Tokyo Station** to **Yonezawa Station**
  - Yamagata Shinkansen (130min.)

From Sendai

1. **Sendai Station** to **Yonezawa**
   - Highway Bus (130min.)
   - (*Note: There are 3 bus stops; City Office, Yamako Bus Terminal and Uesugi Jinja (shrine). Uesugi Jinja Bus stop is the nearest to YU Yonezawa Campus.)

2. **Sendai Station** to **Fukushima Station**
   - JR Tohoku Shinkansen (27min.)
   - **Fukushima Station** to **Yonezawa Station**
     - JR Yamagata Shinkansen (32min.)

From Yamagata City

- **Yamagata Station** to **Yonezawa Station**
  - JR Ou Honsen (47min.)